1. **SIGNIFICANT CDM HEALTH & SAFETY RISKS**

2. **Notes**

   Refer to BS EN1317 - pt 2 for containment performance classes.

   Nearside: the back of the nearside hardstrip or hardshoulder

   Nearside: the kerb face for roads without a nearside hardstrip or hardshoulder

   Refer to TD19-06 Requirements for Road Restraint Systems and BS EN1317 pt 2

3. **Containment Performance Class**

   Set-backs are shown as minimum, any changes are to be agreed with Supervisor.

4. **Working Widths**

   Working Widths are shown as minimum, any changes to be agreed with Supervisor.

   Terminal example:

   for clarification of working width (w) details.

   VRS example:

   WILL BE NOTED AND INDICATED BY THE SYMBOL.

   WHEREVER POSSIBLE, RISK IS DESIGNED-OUT OF

   5. **Trees**

   Trees not requiring protection

   Trees to be removed

   Chainage of change in safety barrier

   Working Width (m)

   Terminal example:

   for clarification of working width (w) details.

   VRS example:

   WILL BE NOTED AND INDICATED BY THE SYMBOL.

   WHEREEVER POSSIBLE, RISK IS DESIGNED-OUT OF

   6. **Placements**

   Key:

   - **CH**: Cambridgeshire Highways
   - **OH**: Overhead
   - **EH**: Electrical
   - **SY**: Sign
   - **SC**: Street Cuts
   - **TP**: Take Point
   - **IC**: Inception
   - **BO**: Bottom Offset
   - **CL**: CL (Containment)
   - **LP**: LP (Lateral Pressure)
   - **KO**: KO (Kerb Offset)
   - **SC**: SC (Set-back)
   - **RS**: RS (Rear Set-back)
   - **Hedge**: Hedge
   - **Beech**: Beech
   - **Holly**: Holly
   - **Birch**: Birch
   - **Oak**: Oak
   - **Maple**: Maple
   - **Box**: Box
   - **CL**: CL (Containment)
   - **LP**: LP (Lateral Pressure)
   - **KO**: KO (Kerb Offset)
   - **SC**: SC (Set-back)
   - **RS**: RS (Rear Set-back)
   - **Hedge**: Hedge
   - **Beech**: Beech
   - **Holly**: Holly
   - **Birch**: Birch
   - **Oak**: Oak
   - **Maple**: Maple
   - **Box**: Box
   - **CL**: CL (Containment)
   - **LP**: LP (Lateral Pressure)
   - **KO**: KO (Kerb Offset)
   - **SC**: SC (Set-back)
   - **RS**: RS (Rear Set-back)
   - **Hedge**: Hedge
   - **Beech**: Beech
   - **Holly**: Holly
   - **Birch**: Birch
   - **Oak**: Oak
   - **Maple**: Maple
   - **Box**: Box
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